Let G be a path connected topological group. We investigate the integers m for which the /nth power map on G extends to an overmap of principal G-bundles.
1. Statement of results. Let G be a path connected topological group, and let P, P' be principal G-bundles over a path connected pointed base (B, b). An overmap P -* P' is of power m when its restriction to fibres over b is the wth power map. By subtracting overmaps we see that there is an integer a(P ) > 0 such that there is an overmap P -> B X G of power m if and only if m is divisible by a(P ). Evidently P is trivial if and only if a(P ) = 1. Theorem 1. Suppose that there is an overmap P -» P' of power n. Then there is an overmap P -> P' of power m if and only if m = « mod a(P).
By means of the G-map k'm: G X G -* G given by k'm(g,h) = h(g~xh)m~ , the arguments of [5] prove a version of Theorem 1. However, it is better to prove Theorem 1 as follows.
Denote the reverse G-action [8, 8 .11] on P' by j: P' XB (B X G) = P' X G-^P', and let/: P -> P' be an overmap of power «. Given an overmap e: P -* B X G, let e + : P^ P' be f XB e: P-> P' xB (B X G) followed byj.
Let k be inverse to the bundle equivalence PXXBJ:P'XB(BXG)^P'XBP'
where p¡ means projection to the z'th factor. Given an overmap d: P -* P', let d~: P -» BXG be fXBd: P -> P' XB P' followed by p2k. Since e+~ = e, d~+ = d, we have a bijection between overmaps P -» B X G of power m and overmaps P -> P' of power m + n. This proves Theorem 1. From now on we suppose that B, G are finite CW-complexes.
Theorem 2. Suppose that there is an overmap P' -* P of power n. Then there is an overmap P -> P' of power m if and only if mn = 1 mod l.c.m.(a(P), a(P'))-For example let P be induced from the Hopf bundle S1 -* S4 (which we regard as a principal S3-bundle) by the map S3 u r e4 -> S4 collapsing S3. By [4, II.4 .2], a(P) is \r\ or 2|r|, and if r is odd or if r is divisible by 8 then a(P) = \r\.
Let H be another connected topological group that is a finite CW-complex, and let Q be a principal //-bundle over B.
Theorem 3. The primes that divide a(P XB Q) are precisely those that divide a(P)ora(Q). For example if B is a sphere of odd dimension, or a real projective space, or a generalised lens space, then a(P ) is positive. Hence in these cases there are overmaps P -* P of powers greater than 1. However if P is associated with the tangent bundle to S2q (q > 0) then a(P) = 0. In this case all overmaps P -» P that restrict to power maps are of power 1.
2. Function space bundles. We work in the category of compactly generated spaces [9] . Given/: F -* F', let ëy be the space of maps homotopic to/. Let G' be a path connected topological group and let F, F' be G'-spaces. Then a G'-action '*' on §f is given by (g * e)(x) = g • (e(g~x • x)). Here g £ G', e £ <èf, x E F.
Let Äbea principal G'-bundle over a path connected pointed base (B, b). Formation of associated bundles defines a functor (which we also denote by R) from the category of G'-spaces and G'-maps to the category of compactly generated overspaces of B and overmaps.
Given q: Y -* B with nonempty fibre Z, let 9Hy be the space maps F -* Y whose composites with q are constant. Given /: F -» Z, let 911, Y be the path component in <3Hy of/followed by the inclusion of Z in Y. Then (9Hy, 911, y ) is a pair of overspaces where 6Jtq: 9lty -» B is given by (9tq)(h) = h(x). Here h £ 91tF, x £ F. Composition with an overmap k: Y -» Y' defines an overmap 91U: <DHy ** 90". In this way 91L is a functor.
Choose for R a coordinate cover {U¡}¡eJ of B and coordinate transformations gjj: U¡ D Uj -* G'. Take the discrete topology on J, and let T be the subspace of 91Ly Y X J consisting of pairs (h, i) for which (91tt¡r)(/i) £ U¡. Let 91L? y be the space obtained from T by identifying (h, i ), (h'J ) when both the following conditions are met:
(1) i<3lq)ih) = i°Hq)ih') = b' say. By the fibrewise localization EM at M of E we mean the same as in [1, I §8, V §4], except that we work with topological spaces in place of simplicial sets. We denote the localizing overmap E -» ÈM by kM, and its restriction F -» FM to fibres by eM. If an overmap/: E -* E' restricts to « on fibres, we denote its fibrewise localization by/M, and we denote the localization of « by hM. In this context it is customary to refer to 0 as a prime, and to talk of the fibrewise localization Ê0 of £ at 0. I say that 0 is not a prime, and I talk instead of the fibrewise localization È0 of E at the empty set.
In the situation of § 1 we prove the following result.
Lemma 1. // there is an overmap f: P -* P of power nil, and if N contains only primes that divide «, then PN has a cross-section.
For this it suffices to prove that PN | Br has a cross-section for all r > 1. Here Br is the r-skeleton of the CW-complex B. But GN is path connected and so PN\BX has a cross-section. Suppose inductively that, for some q > I, PN\Bq has a cross-section s, and let c(s) E Hq+x(B;TTqGN)be the obstruction to extending s\Bq~x to a cross-section of PN\Bq+x.
Consider the fibrewise localization jN : PN xB (B x G )N -* PN of the reverse G-action on P. Since Jn xbP\ ■ PN xb (B >< G)N -» PN xB PN is a weak equivalence over B, there is a cross-section s' of (B X G )N | Bq such that (jN xBpx)(s XB s') is homotopic through cross-sections to s xBfNs, by [3, 3.2] . Therefore c(fNs) = c(s) + c(s').
By [8, 5.8.13 ] there is a weak equivalence G0 -» K where K is a finite product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane groups K(Q,2t + 1), and so s'\Bq~x followed by é0: (B X G)N -> (B X G)0 extends to a cross-section of (B X G)0\Bq+x. These imply that (n -l)c(f^s) = 0 and, since multiplication by n -1 is an automorphism of irqGN, c(fNs) = 0. Hence fNs\Bq~ extends to a crosssection of PN\Bq+x. This completes the induction, and the proof of Lemma 1.
4. Proof of Theorem 2. We regard R = P XB P' as a principal GXGbundle, and we denote G by F, F' according to G x G acts by means of projection to the first, second factor. Let sm: G -> G be the mth power map, and denote §SJF, F') by §m. To prove this note first that by means of the reverse G-actions on P, P' the given cross-sections produce weak equivalences Lemma 2. If there are overmaps P -* P, P' -* P', P' -» P of powers mn, mn, n, then there is an overmap P -* P' of power m.
To prove this note first that if mn = 0 then P, P' are trivial by (1.1). If m = n -1 then Lemma 2 holds trivially, and if m = n = -1 then Lemma 2 is a consequence of [2, 6.3] . Suppose therefore that mn ¥= 0, 1 and let N be the set of primes that divide n.
By (3.1) PN, P'N have cross-sections, and so (R §m)N has a cross-section by Lemma 1. By (2.3), (2.4), [6, 4.1] , (R §m)M has a cross-section. Hence, and by [6, 3.3] , R §m has a cross-section. Therefore, by (2.3), (2.4) again, there is an overmap P -> P' of power m. This proves Lemma 2.
5. Primes dividing a(P). In the situation of §1 we prove the following result. Let A be the set of primes p such that P has a cross-section. Then PN has a cross-section by Lemma 2. In the situation of §4 let F be trivial. Then by (4.1) (R@m)N bas a cross-section for all m.
By obstruction theory either M is empty or there is a product m of primes in M such that (P §m)M has a cross-section. If M is empty then P has a crosssection and a(P) = 1. In the second case R §m has a cross-section by [6, 3.3] , and there is an overmap P -* B X G of power m by (2.3), (2.4). Let A/', A' be the sets of primes that divide, do not divide a(P ). Then we have shown that AT E M. Now let /: P -» B X G be an overmap of power a(P ). Since fN, is a weak equivalence../)^ has a cross-section. Hence A' E N. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.
